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On November 20, 2012, I started taking photographs of musicians busking in the Istanbul Metro

stations and then on Istiklal Caddesi in the heart of Istanbul. For an outlet for these photographs, I

started a Facebook page, and kept a regular record of my photographic exploits along with some

notes on what I was seeing.  Although I was taking other photographs, I did not start to publish any of

these on my Facebook page until much later. This book collects together my Facebook entries to date

as a kind of diary, along with some other work that I would have liked to publish but opted not to do so

due to the present political climate in Turkey. 

  

Peter Graham 

Montreal, February 2015. 

Lurking...

Courtesy Mehrdad Kholghi, 8

February, 2014

This book is dedicated to my wife Elaine,

the REAL photographer in the family,

without whose encouragement I may not

have started up on Facebook and been

able to produce this diary.



The first of my street musician photos to be posted in my "Street Music" album on Facebook were

these shots of Necati Yilmaz, who is almost always there on Istiklal Caddesi at some time of the day,

rain or shine. Here is my note at the time:

28 November 2012 

  

Those of you that have seen Liam Neeson's "Taken 2" movie may remember this subject on

"Street Music". Necati Yilmaz plays the kemence, or stick fiddle, on Istiklal as a regular, and was

selected to be one of the clues in the movie as the hero aurally retraced the route taken after he

was captured. 

This old fella (though he's 10 years younger than me) is

Necati (pronounced Nejati) Yilmaz and he plays

Northern Turkish dance music on his kemence. I first

saw him on Istiklal one evening last November.

His left hand on the kemence. 

https://www.facebook.com/peter.graham.92123/posts/157266827779753


20 December 2012

Hazal Akkerman of Grup Beşik posted this picture that I had taken on that day at Osmanbey Metro

as her profile picture. My comment later on 27 December was "Peter Graham took this picture!" (It

was unsigned). 



12 January 2013

Elliot Ayling from Strasburg, Northern France. I first met

Elliot on Istiklal Caddesi on 12 January with his

accordion accompanying Jansky Tamamsky of the

Uninvited Jazz Band on trumpet. They did a raucous

version of "Nobody knows you when you're down and

out" - the only blues number I've heard on the street.

After 2 years in Istanbul, Elliot is now back at university

in France.

20 February 2013

Later he very creatively made a one-string

bass out of first a plastic, then a metal wash

bin, similar to the tea-chest basses used in

skiffle in the 50's in England. 



18 March 2013

Sepehr Shad on flute with Ali Pourmand on guitar and vocal on Istiklal earlier this year. 

19 March 2013 

Some of the players on Istiklal need the money more than others, and have less talent to earn it.

Every day when it is not raining, Attila Turkoğlu sits in a doorway and picks out tunes laboriously

on his cümbüş (pronounced jumbush), a Turkish banjo-like instrument with three pairs of strings.

He used to sit and glower at the street until one day I was with him and another Turk came up and

began to translate for us. Attila asked where I was from, was I American? I said no but I used to

live there. He said he had a brother over there that he had not seen in 20 years. I quickly offered

to take his picture to send to his brother, but he must smile for it. His face lit up, and you can see

the result in my latest additions to "Street Music". Now, every time I see him I say "Smile, you

have a wonderful face." 



19 March 2013

The old Attila with his cümbüş

Attila posing for his brother in the US. What a

great face!



20 March 2013

Duygu Demir is one of my favourite musicians to photograph - she is always wearing strong

colours. The first time we met was in the lower Tünel funicular station. This image is from Taksim

Metro station, and has a little poster edge added to give it a graphic quality. I use this effect from

time to time where it seemed to make a difference. Duygu plays her own compositions on the cello,

and issued a commercial CD in late 2014.



22 March 2013

This image is of Iranians Payam Ghasemi (bass) and Ali Pourmand (guitar and vocal) at Tünel,

Istiklal Caddesi. Ali was at that time visiting from Iran, where he was studying trumpet at Teheran

Conservatory. This image is converted to threshold black and white and a lot of extraneous detail

was erased in Photoshop.



23 March 2013

Necati Yilmaz in his usual place on Istiklal Caddesi.



4 April 2013

This image is my first one of Özgur Yalçin, or Karaguneş (also the name of his band), who was to

become a great friend, playing his 12 string guitar at Tünel with his partner Mübin Dünen singing and

playing santur. I processed several images this way at the time, taking the colour out of the

background and applying a little poster edge to sharpen the lines graphically.



17 April 2013

Elliot Ayling wanted to find a home with the Uninvited Jazz Band, and decided to graduate from

skiffle bass to double bass. He bought a double bass from Jack Butler, of whom more later, and

debuted it with the band on this day. He also did his first solo!

A week later, an old hand quite at ease.



2 May 2013

Left-handed Payam Ghasemi very awkwardly playing a right-hand strung double bass owned at the

time by Elliot Ayling and known as the "Whore of Istanbul" because it had had so many owners.

20 May 2013

Payam Ghasemi and myself

taken on 2 May by Yulia Blindiuk

on holiday from Kiev, Ukraine.

She referred to Payam as "The

Iranian Elvis!"



15 May 2013

Currently the best band on Istiklal is "Light in Babylon". It is a trio made up of Michal Elia Kazan, an

Israeli of Iranian extraction, who sings mostly her own songs and plays djembe hypnotically; Julien

Demarque, who is French and lays down the rhythm on guitar, and Mete Metehan Çiftçi, who is Turkish

and plays a wicked santur. Mete also plays in another duo called Shantijaz with Carlo Cattano on

didgeridoo. Light in Babylon has been very popular on the street for 4 years now and has many videos

on You Tube, the best being http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKJvbTEnp0I. They have two demo CD's

for sale on the street, and have just finished a wonderful commercial CD! For recording and stage they

have Jack Butler on bass and a percussionist.

This was taken when a

shaft of light appeared on

Istiklal and I was trying to

catch the highlights. I also

like the framing of the

picture, which is as-shot for

the top right, a little

cropping on the left and

bottom. 

http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DaKJvbTEnp0I&h=8AQFsItLO&s=1






Mete with his santur. Note that the

strings, in 4 courses for each note, are

struck with hammers, rather than

plucked as for the Turkish version.

There are 36 notes on his large santur

(normally 27), of which 12 are a note

and an octave note on each side of the

string bridge, and the other 12 are just

notes with no octaves. Mete uses this

octave capability to its maximum in his

introductions, accompaniments and

solos for the Light in Babylon songs,

whose arrangements he has fixed for

some years now. Note also his scalar

runs and multiple hammering. In his

work with Shantijaz, he is much more

improvisational, I think – there are

videos on You Tube.

Julien Demarque



15 May 2013

My next addition to "Street Music" is a Saz player named Babacan who works occasionally in the

Karaköy Tunnel at the end of the Galata bridge. He has one of the most beautiful male faces that I have

seen. The first image is the way I first saw Babacan (pronounced Babajan) last December. I think that

his turban was the most perfect colour. The next two photos were about a month later. For someone

who is rumoured to be under the weather, so to speak, he's always perfectly groomed. The saz is a

three string Turkish guitar-like instrument, though quite treble. 



15 May 2013

Two of the most talented musicians playing on Istiklal are Őzgur Yalçin and Mübin Dünen, the partners of

a group called Karaguneş (Black sun). Both are multi-instrumentalists but generally on the street play

santur and 12 string guitar. On You Tube one can see various Karaguneş formations performing over

the last few years. Their street CD is the most beautifully assembled work utilising wonderfully soulful

singing (à la Turka), great accompanying musicians playing haunting music and solos, and great

arrangements of traditional and modern Turkish music (not pop) with roots in Anatolian, jazz and other

music. On the street it’s just the duo on santur, 12 string guitar and voices, but listen carefully. The You

Tube video below shows one of my favourite songs of theirs, called Ay Dil.  http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=uxTsV9-rS_w. 

 

http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DuxTsV9-rS_w&h=eAQFfd61-&s=1
http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DuxTsV9-rS_w&h=eAQFfd61-&s=1


16 May 2013

My next photos on "Street Music" are of a trio of young Turks studying music at Izmit University and

performing Irish jigs on the metro. You can see them on You Tube at http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=FLlv1H4F6BY. Pelin wants to study music in Dublin when she graduates. She is training on

the flute at university, and the penny whistle is completely foreign to Turkey. 

 

               Pelin                                 Ertunç                                     Ebru

I haven't seen them lately

because spots on the metro

stations are assigned by lottery

and rotate every two months.

There are only a few spots

where a lot of money can be

made, so those winners tend to

sit out until the next lottery, I think.

Pelin tells me that they are now

at Osmanbey metro on Friday

evenings and Taksim metro

Saturday afternoons.

http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DFLlv1H4F6BY&h=jAQFL3rto&s=1
http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DFLlv1H4F6BY&h=jAQFL3rto&s=1


17 May 2013

On Location! Courtesy of Reza Govahi, who was in Istanbul on holiday from Teheran last month.

In full trainspotter getup! The bag is to carry and deliver photo

prints to some of the musicians on the street. 



19 May 2013

Some of my friends may have started to see some commonalities in my work for "Street Music". Most of

the pictures are not straight photographs. They have been altered in some way in conformance to my

concept of "Alternative Realities". This started last year with my mosque photography, where I developed

some different ways of looking at mosque and other building interiors. This resulted in an exhibition at our

good friends Zeynep and Turgut's Art Gallery in Arnavutkoy. You can see the result at http://

www.arthouse34.com/arthouse/Peter_Graham.html, however here are some of the pictures with some

background. 

Mübin Dünen of Karaguneş

on 36 note santur.

http://www.arthouse34.com/arthouse/Peter_Graham.html
http://www.arthouse34.com/arthouse/Peter_Graham.html


21 May 2013

Yesterday I ran into two guys that I hadn't seen for a while, and I am adding them to "Street

Music". Ouseman Samake is a young Malian griot and sings and plays the kora. The kora is a

12 string harp-like instrument that is played with the thumbs and right first finger. Ouseman's kora

has been through a few changes recently, because they are hard to keep in tune. So first he

changed his wooden tuning pegs for guitar tuners, and then he replaced the whole mahogany

neck of his kora with a flattened steel tube. The pictures show the original version. Ouseman

plays on the street (and for Koç University’s African Dance programme). Hid friend Djabate

Gadioura’s balofon was made by his father, who has 40 years experience in making them.

Together they make a radically different experience in street music in Istanbul, where few Africans

are seen and whose African music is completely different but very attractive to the passers-by.

Ouseman and his family moved to France in 2014, Djabate is still in Istanbul.

Ouseman a month later gigging on

Istiklal with Gadioura.

Ouseman on Istiklal in February, with

version 1 of his kora and singing Malian

songs.



Ouseman with two thumbs, one forefinger at work 

Gadioura is expert on the balafon, which makes a gorgeous wooden xylophone sound. 



21 May 2013

Continuing on with "Street Music", Neriman Bolat has been playing on the metro and, like many

of the others in this series, playing on stage and in restaurants, bars and other locations for some

years. Her guitar was new four years ago, but she plays so hard that she's wearing through her

soundboard at a rate of knots. She sings Anatolian songs that I don't understand, but with great

passion and her expressions are very photogenic. These images of Neriman are at Osmanbey

Metro., and the first image was the one I used for my first Blurb Book "Busking Istanbul".

 

Neriman sings with great emotion

and expression, and with a very

Spanish look, in my opinion! 



Neriman at Taxim Metro.



21 May 2013

We're out of town for a few days, but here are a couple of hand studies for the "Street Music"

folder. The player is Cuneyt (pronounced "Junate"), and he was seen in Haci Osman Metro.

                                                                         My first try at Cuneyt's hands with a very sharp

        depth of field 50 mm lens.

Cuneyt on the second try.



18 June 2013

For a little light relief from the events in Istanbul, I am posting in "Street Music" some photos of a

group called "Classycool" caught in the act at Covent Garden, London a couple of weeks ago.

Classycool seem to play for an hour at a time, in a schedule with other performers during the day.

This group is young, talented, enthusiastic and has a great comedy persona as well. Here they

are focusing on some Japanese tourists. 



Along with other similar groups that play at Covent Garden, the

cellists use no support for the instrument but carry it in the crick of

their necks. This does not seem to affect their playing, but allows

movement and dancing. The group's repertoire includes Brahms,

Haydn, Pachelbel, Offenbach, Mozart, Bach and more popular

classics.



6 June 2013

The Istanbul Gezi Park Protests

 

A wave of demonstrations and civil unrest began in Turkey on 28 May 2013, initially to contest the

urban development plan that would demolish Istanbul's Taksim Gezi Park. The protests were

sparked by outrage at the violent eviction of a sit-in at the park protesting the plan. Subsequently,

supporting protests and strikes took place across Turkey protesting a wide range of concerns, at

the core of which were issues of freedom of the press, of expression, assembly, and the

government's encroachment on Turkey's secularism. With no centralised leadership beyond the

small assembly that organized the original environmental protest, the protests have been compared

to the Occupy movement and the May 1968 events. Social media played a key part in the protests,

not least because much of the mainstream Turkish media ignored the protests, particularly in the

early stages. 3.5 million of Turkey's 80 million people are estimated to have taken an active part in

almost 5,000 demonstrations across Turkey connected with the original Gezi Park protest.11 people

were killed and more than 8,000 were injured, many critically. Many street musicians played music

for the protesters, and others put together protest materials and videos to publicise what was

happening in the absence of media attention, which was barred by the government.

  

The sit-in at Gezi Park was restored after the police withdrew from Taksim Square on 1 June, and

developed into an Occupy-like camp with thousands of protesters in tents, organising a library,

medical center, food distribution, and their own media. Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip

Erdoğan dismissed the protesters as "a few looters" on 2 June. After the Gezi Park camp was

brutally cleared by riot police on 15 June, protesters began to meet in other parks all around Turkey

and organised public forums to discuss ways forward for the protests. Police suppressed the

protests with tear gas and water cannons. In addition to the 11 deaths and over 8,000 injuries, more

than 3,000 arrests were made. Excessive use of force by police and the overall absence of

government dialogue with the protesters was criticized by some foreign countries and international

organisations. 

  

The range of the protesters was broad, encompassing both right- and left-wing individuals. Their

complaints included the original local environmental concerns and such issues as the

authoritarianism of PM Erdoğan, curbs on alcohol, kissing in public, and the war in Syria. Protesters

called themselves çapulcu (looters), reappropriating Erdoğan's insult for themselves (and coined

the derivative "chapulling", given the meaning of "fighting for your rights"). According to various

analysts, the protests were the most challenging events to date for Erdoğan's ten-year term and the

most significant nationwide disquiet in decades, however his political support was such that he was

elected President on the first round in 2014, even after significant corruption charges were raised. 

  

I visited Gezi park during the afternoons of June 6 and 7, and took many photographs. Later in the

year I put together a series of collages focusing on the graffiti, posters, signs and other ephemera

associated with the demonstrations. These became quite popular in a small circle of friends – the

Turkish government was keen to suppress all such work. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occupy_movement










19 June 2013

I met Uygur Vural on Istiklal Caddesi today, and his music is wonderful improvisation on the cello.

He was just one of the normal folks upset about Gezi Park and the state of affairs in Istanbul: 

"A man wearing a safety helmet and a gas mask plays a cello in Istanbul’s

Taksim Square (before the police raid) on June 15, 2013."



20 June 2013

Yesterday's silent vigil at Istanbul's Taksim Square, in protest against the government's anti-secular

activities, and in front of the flag and revered Kemal Ataturk's picture, a symbol of Turkish secular

society. (After the police brutally cleared Gezi Park of its peaceful protesters, one man started a daily

silent vigil in front of The Turkish flag on the Ataturk Cultural Building in Taksim Square. A few days

later, the police stopped this as well.)



20 June 2013

I also saw Duygu yesterday afternoon on Istiklal. She plays her own beautiful semi-classical music on

her cello, - of which more later. Another caring musician, she told me it took 4 days for the tear gas to

be cleared from her lungs. 

Duygu, the calm on Istiklal after the storm at Taksim. 



27 June 2013

Continuing the "Street Music" theme, here is Pershan Hakki who, in the spring, played the flute from

time to time on Istiklal with the help of liquid refreshment and the occasional nap. He very quickly

found that he was photogenic and in demand for snappers, and so then gave himself to posing for the

visitors' cameras with the occasional flourish of the flute. 





28 June 2013

This guest artist to the series was seen last week in Plovdiv, Bulgaria  



29 June 2013

One of the most popular street acts for the Turks is this trio "Koma Se Bira" that has a repertoire of

Kurdish songs. These are very danceable call and response songs where the lead singer sings a line

and his two guitarist cohorts reply with the same or another line. This trio pulls quite large crowds on

Istiklal that usually start to dance in Turkish line dance fashion, a sort of sideways clockwise conga.

The lead singer is Erkan, who is very expressive and dramatic with his singing, body motions and

dance. I am posting several shots to "Street Music". 

Erkan, the lead singer, performs in full dramatic flow with guitarists and backup singers Egemen and

Barış Adal. Note the crowd and the first line behind them of girls and men dancing in a large circle

clockwise.



1 July 2013

Can Tatlıparmak plays a repertoire of modern jazz standards and has a very warm tone similar to

early Miles Davis. 

This was dapper Sait on Istiklal last Friday evening, expertly playing a metal clarinet. He plays

traditional Turkish songs, and has a great time with his admirers.





2 July 2013

Last evening I took a walk on Istiklal and stopped to listen to one of my favourite bands, Light in

Babylon, who I hadn't seen for a while. A Frenchman asked to sit in with them on harmonica, and a

couple of photos are on "Street Music". It doesn't stop there, because I ran into the Frenchman later

and he is Alain Delhotal. He had just played with his jazz quintet in Antalya and Kusadasi, and was

taking a break in Istanbul before returning home to Nancy in France. He sent me a copy of his video

from Antalya and another connection, and his work is beautiful. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jcgou6c2n7o 

http://www.dailymotion.com/fr/relevance/search/alain+delhotal/1#video=xdws4s.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jcgou6c2n7o
http://www.dailymotion.com/fr/relevance/search/alain+delhotal/1#video=xdws4s
http://www.dailymotion.com/fr/relevance/search/alain+delhotal/1#video=xdws4s


Michal always wears these great fabrics on the street, and in great colours!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jcgou6c2n7o


5 July 2013

In spring I made the acquaintance of several folks visiting from Iran to play on Istiklal. I have been

remiss in not showing Payam Ghasemi's friend Ali Pourmand. Many of you probably know that

popular musicians are frowned upon in Iran, so they have a reluctance to publicise themselves. Ali is

a trained classical musician on trumpet, but plays guitar on the street and performs Iranian songs,

many of which he wrote. He is also a performance artist, speaking poetry to music, and I am sure he

has many other capabilities. I first saw him with playing with Payam and took many shots over several

days.  Ali's repertoire is all Iranian songs, so the strength and enthusiasm of his performance is what

comes through. (Today he and Payam are the main players in his "Rend Band".)

Ali Pourmand with Iranian friend Sepehr Shad on flute.



Play on shadows and threshold black and white. Ali Pourmand and Payam Ghasemi, Istiklal at

Tunel.





13 July 2013

Took a walk on Istiklal after Ramazan started, expected to see less people because of the fast and it

was so, however there were several visiting musicians including this group of football fans from

Ghana, in town for a match and picking up a little money on the street. See "Street Music". 

23 August 2013

For the first time since the summer break I went to Istiklal last Friday. The street was quite quiet since

many people are still away, but cumbuş player Attila Turkoğlu welcomed me like an old friend. Later,

Karaguneş appeared in a new 6-piece format, playing new music from their latest CD, “Mevsimler

Geçti”, which is an excellent piece of work. Along with Özgür Yalçin on 12 string guitar and Mübin

Dünen on santur were Üner Demir on violin, Ceyhun Soso Kaya on soprano saxophone,

Michelangelo Severgnini on upright bass and Mehmed Mert Baycan on  percussion. They played new

arrangements of some old favourites such as “Ay Dil” and “Diloy”, new songs such as “Koyma Beni”

and several uptempo and instrumental pieces. Altogether a concert in itself for a very appreciative

audience that mostly stayed for the whole time. On “Street Music” you'll find some new photos of the

event. 



Özgür Yalçin on 12 string guitar and Mübin Dünen on santur. Two of the most talented musicians

playing on the street.

Özgür Yalçin, a

multi

instrumentalist

writes most of the

songs, music and

the arrangements.

Mübin Dünen is

another multi

instrumentalist,

including santur

and ney 



Üner Demir on violin and vocals 

Ceyhun Soso Kaya on soprano sax, Michelangelo

Severgnini on bass



Mehmed Mert Baycan



6 September 2013

There is a lot happening on Istiklal this week. Folks are coming back from their summer travels. A new

group called “Yok Yok” (“No No”) has been formed by Elliot Ayling, who is back from a summer at

home in Strasburg and looking very healthy. He is playing accordion again and focusing on the

French songs that he has been playing at home at farmers' markets. With him are Payam Ghasemi

on his new contrabass, and Jack Butler playing violin, a step away from his normal work on bass or

tuba. Jack is of English origin but grew up in France, and Payam is of course Iranian, so quite a

mixture in the band. Payam’s contrabass has been named the “Whore of Istanbul”, since it was

originally bought new by Jack for 1000 TL, then sold to Elliot last summer, and now to Payam. The

picture is completed because it has a slit skirt, due to a crack on its lower bout. Later, Karaguneş

started up what has become the latest in a series of concerts on the street, playing 15-20 pieces from

their old and new CDs, some classic Kurdish music with a multi-instrumentalist guest artist and some

new pieces, including a lot of excellent solos. All in all, a great experience enjoyed by one-two

hundred spectators on each half of the show. Pictures later. During the show, Mete Metehan Çiftçi of

“Light in Babylon” was joined by Uygur Vural, the “mad cellist” of Gezi Park fame, who has spent the

summer in Italy, to wait for a spot to put on their performance, which I unfortunately could not stay for.

Mete tells me that “Light in Babylon” will start up again next week. 

31 August 2013

A couple of days ago I saw Cuneyt again on

Istiklal. He had a new clarinet and a new blue

shirt, so I was able to do another study of his

fabulous hands, in daylight this time. With

fingers like that he could be a great guitarist

(maybe he is?). See "Street Music". 



6 September 2013

Elliot Ayling back to basics on accordion with new group Yok Yok and a French songbook.

 

Payam Ghasemi with the “Whore of Istanbul”

                                 

A little showmanship here!                                                                                     Handover to the violin for a solo  



7 September 2013

Özgur  Yilmaz and I handing over my 1967 12 string Epiphone Riviera Electric Guitar to him. 

Hayatımda aldığım en güzel hediye...tesekkurler peter. Epiphone 1967 Riviera Hollow Body 12-

Strings.

 

"Mevsimler Geçti" Özgur's CD issued in August 2014.



7 September 2013

Pictures of Yok Yok (Elliot Ayling and Payam Ghasemi) from yesterday ("Street Music") 

 





19 September 2013

 

I have been spending a little time for a few days with Karaguneş  (Özgur Yalçin ) in his recording studio,

which has been a great privilege. In "Street Music" I have added a photo from the studio which I hope

expresses something of the group name, which is his poetic way of stating that in the night sun we are

wholly ourselves, as opposed to the daytime when we can assume many personas. 

 



20 September 2013

Switch to Cambridge in England. On Sidney Street today I saw two sets of street musicians. The first was

Joseph, who originates from Jamaica a long time ago. He likes to use the street for practice and to make

a little money, but he'd just broken the top two strings on his battered fender Stratocaster, so he wasn't

actually playing when I took the shots, but he has a great face! 

 



21 September 2013

Cambridge yesterday again. This pair were obviously travelling, the girl was playing jig tunes on the

whistle, and the older guy was playing the time-honoured English accompaniment instrument, the spoons.

Counter to what you may think, there is a lot of activity in playing the spoons, and catching the various

movements can be tricky. 



27 September 2013

(L) Jon Curtis on Sydney Street in Cambridge, UK. He is a very talented guy that writes his own

music and performs very confidently. I'm sure he has a great future. (R) Here is a man on Sydney

Street, Cambridge playing a hurdy-gurdy, something I have not seen before. It's a stringed

instrument played by a wheel which is turned by the right hand that rubs against gut strings.

The tone of the string is changed by the keyboard, which presses wedges down on the strings.

There are also drone strings that give a bagpipe-like sound. I understand that the hurdy-gurdy is

mainly used in French music. 



29 September 2013

I added an acoustic version of a band called "The Staycations" seen on the street in Cambridge last

week to "Street Music" today. An unusual lineup featuring 5 string banjo as the lead instrument. 

 



29 September 2013

Rupert Engledow plays Gypsy violin to a recorded backing track on the street in Cambridge with

great vitality and showmanship (I think this one was a Django song, "Nuages".) 



29 September 2013

This man plays the tin whistle in Cambridge and has a large repertoire of classical and semi-

classical pieces. 



1 October 2013

This spring on Istiklal, a young guy from Iran was on the street for a few weeks. He had an exotic

look at the beginning, until he had a haircut, and played a well-illustrated guitar to accompany his

singing of Iranian songs His name is Eldar Bora. 



4 October 2013

Here's Jansky Tamamsky, trumpet player for the Uninvited Jazz Band, playing on Istiklal today. As

you can see, it is colder here, time to wrap up a bit, but Jansky was as natty today as he usually is. 

5 October 2013

Jack Butler seems dedicated to bass in all of its forms. As noted before, he was first owner of the

"Whore of Istanbul", the contrabass he played before on Istiklal with the Uninvited Jazz Band. He

also records and plays the electric bass with several outfits, and I last saw him at a club date with

Light in Babylon in their last concert of the year. He also plays the tuba (and now the sousaphone)

with the Uninvited Jazz Band, and I attach a couple of pictures from yesterday. 



6 October 2013

Özgün Bora Yazıcı is one of my favourite subjects because he is a very good guitar player (as I would

like to be), and he is very photogenic. He has changed every time I've seen him over the last 6

months and has a very strong sense of colour. He plays with the Uninvited Jazz Band on the street

and in clubs.

9 October 2013

Rarely do you get to see a new duo on their first day on the street, but here before you is the

new Yok Yok duo of Elliot Ayling and Michelangelo Severgnini on their initial date on Istiklal this

very afternoon! Elliot was his usual raucous self and Mike working very hard to follow all of these

new (to him) French songs. I thought you might also like to see more of the venue, so this is a

wide shot of the duo and the crowd. 



10 October 2013

A couple more from yesterday's Yok Yok premiere. 



11 October 2013

This week another band is travelling through Istanbul back to

Europe and has been working on Istiklal. They are called the

"El Absurdistan Trio" and include Marta, Polish, on flute; Gael,

French on accordion and Minino, Spaniard on guitar. Very

accomplished, with a broad menu of songs. 



11 October 2013

Today I saw two faces new to me on Istikal. The first

was Hitoko Ono playing her accordion and singing

delightful Japanese songs at Tunel. 

The other is a new arrival from Toulouse, France,

Lucas Préleur. He's a talented young jazz guitarist

who has been in Istanbul for one week only. With a

street CD available for sale, he should do well. 



26 October 2013

Yesterday on Istiklal I came across Light in Babylon playing. One of Michal Elia Kamal's older

fans surprised her with a head rub from behind. She carried on singing, but this group shows

the changes of her expressions as she looked over at her partner, Julien Demarque. 



3 November 2013

Yesterday, Istiklal Caddesi was treated to a wild vocal rhythm performance by King Kwa Zulu from NY NY, but originally

from South Africa. He's based in Goa, but on a world tour with his DJ act and tried out on the street for the first time in

several years, he says. His next stop is Armenia. His act was a surprise for the Istiklal walkers, and he had two people

dancing, both Turkish I think, but not together. 





5 November 2013

A couple of weeks ago I met Hitoko Ono and Lucas Préleur on Istiklal on the same day. That same

day they met, and also met with Michelangelo Severgnini, and subsequently formed Hitoko's Viski

and Çikolata. Here are some pix of the new band from yesterday with Hüseyin Korkma, their cajon

drummer. They seem to get along really well and play some great music together. Lucas was going

through some new music for him. 



5 November 2013

Coming back to my favourite band, and indeed my favourite music right now, which is from Özgür

Yalçin and Mübin Dünen. They gave me the privilege of hearing the first cuts of Mübin's new CD in

their studio yesterday, and it is going to be excellent when finished later in the year. It will be issued

by Kong music in Istanbul, which I am told handles mostly Kurdish music. The CD holds most of my

favourite songs from Mübin, recorded with excellent voice and instrumental backing from multi-

instrumentalists  Özgür, Mübin, and their friends. Most days they are taking time to play on the street,

and these pictures are from istiklal a couple of days ago. http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=uG6Ql8k5lxY 



Mübin Dünen Mübin and Özgür

         Mike Severgnini   Emre Kocabaş 



9 November 2013

There was the scent of excitement on the street last night. Karaguneş had just begun their daily

concert on Istiklal when Özgür came to me "Take pictures, this man is our friend and very famous

and will play with us." For those of you like me unfamiliar with famous Turks, particularly darbuka

players, I add here a You Tube video of one of his jazz performances. Anyway, the street was

captivated when Izzet Kızıl sat down to play with Karaguneş, and here are some photos of the event.





9 November 2013

Here's my new facebook cover photo. This is a multiple slice of a photo of Özgün Bora Yazıcı treated

with poster edge and warped in Photoshop. The lower image is also Özgün.



9 November 2013

This picture escaped for a couple of days, but I am quite pleased with it. Hitoko Ono again, coming

through the crowd at a Karguneş concert and applauding, then spotting me and this full-on picture

resulted. The second image is a foldout of another shot.

13 November 2013

Kohei Sasa has been working on Istiklal for a

few days now. He does a hypnotic act with an

acrylic ball that he's been developing for three

years. He concentrates very hard on the ball, as

this picture shows, but can go for 5 hours without

tiring! He's soon off to Singapore and then back

to Japan. He has a rare skill and seems a real

gentle person. 

 



14 November 2013

Passing through here for a few days is Donald Heller from

Boston, Mass. He works in Boston with his family band

(www.hurdygurdyband.com) and is here because of a beautiful

story: he and his family taught English to a young Turk in Boston.

In gratitude, the boy's family invited them to Turkey and paid their

way. Donald is a great street entertainer and plays a hurdygurdy

that he had made in France over 40 years ago. I'll post a few

pictures over the next couple of days, so this is just a taste. 

The hurdy-gurdy has up to 6

drone strings in contact with

the wheel at centre and tuned

at the far end of the instrument.

The tune is played with the row

of keys under the left hand.

Donald has a huge range of

tunes he can play from

historical English, French,

German and other repertoires

together with modern tunes

and imitations of Scottish

bagpipes and other

instruments. 

http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hurdygurdyband.com&h=uAQHWEOt-&enc=AZMdeug5yAO0RDbYxFlgKILq9YgGIiBokd4ZR9IXnlXne-Ipsdm5vJf_Me6zXbHW2GWX83DBDy4dMOl8JAOgNO65P0yoUh-4vuozCrak2SaBi4d_0WSaoUMO7W6jv_gSk0XLTt1NOvYHnYZ74Kw2iNet&s=1




15 November 2013

A big presence on Istiklal this summer has been Florin Salam, a performer from Bucharest, Romania.

He sets up and attacks the street at right angles to the flow of people and delivers his Romanian songs

at high volume. His worn and battered Hohner accordion is a hand-me-down from his grandfather and

bespeaks a life that has not been easy. 



16 November 2013

Last night Hayati Şahin and I went to Nina's on Istiklal where we saw the Görkem Baharoğlu Blues Trio

at work. Gorkem started with two Stevie Ray Vaughan numbers and covered numbers by Otis Rush

and Buddy Guy amongst others. I'm old enough to have seen the originals (some several times), not to

mention even older players like Howlin' Wolf, Sonny Boy Williamson and Muddy Waters, amongst

others. So I can tell you that Gorkem is very good, and is backed by a very tight drummer and bass. 



16 November 2013

This is Emre Kocabaş, percussionist with Karaguneş and Mübin Dünen, who is working closely with

Mübin on Mübin's upcoming CD. All is go with the group right now, in preparation for a tour of Italy

starting later this month. 



2 December 2013

The first sunny day in several days. A Chilean girl playing and singing on Istiklal. 



7 December 2013

Yunus Şahin is a qualified music teacher that has no work this year, so he's playing his Balkan

melodies on Istiklal. 



6 December 2013

New year is coming to Turkey! These decorations are not what they seem. The berries come

from one plant, and the leaves from another. The Gypsies wire them together to make a

wonderful made-up decoration for a large vase.



9 December 2013

Sunday on Istiklal. A group of young Kurds have a sing-song on the street. 

 





10 December 2013

I started taking "Street Music" photos around a

year ago, and this was one of the first set that I

took, at Taksim Square metro station in the

centre of Istanbul. I loved the red sax and the

attitude! 

19 December 2013

These days there are not so many players on

Istiklal, it seems. In the winter, more musicians

play on the metro stations. Today, at Sishane

station, I met Inci Kement playing an electric

baglama and singing Turkish songs. 



10 December 2013

Today, the light was good on Istiklal and several musicians were working at times. Atsushi Fujii was

playing Neil Young's "Heart of Gold" when I came across him - it's rare to see harmonica in Istanbul.

Atsushi's here for a month. We both wished Raymond (who?) a Happy Birthday by video for a

passer-by. 



10 December 2013

In Venice last week, we came across a Hungarian lutenist, Bence Boka. He was playing in the cold

and selling two wonderful CDs of 17-18th century Hungarian dance music. It's such a shame that

such a talented musician should have to play on the street to live. I guess he has left Hungary since

none of the internet addresses on his CD's work. I had wanted to contact him to thank him for

persuading me to buy both CDs instead of just one. If you're out there, Bence, thanks so much, your

music is beautiful!



24 December 2013

I'm not sure whether this couple, David and Shekinah, were holy rollers or PLH'ers but they were

certainly joyful messengers (they seem well-known in Istanbul)! It's the nearest we get to Christmas

on Istiklal's performance front, so enjoy these with my best wishes for a Merry Christmas and a very

Happy New Year to all. 



26 December 2013

Saturday evening on Istiklal, Mosighi Ava on santur and Sajad hatemi on daf were attracting attention

and dancing from many of the many people on the street. The daf is a drum with metal rings to give a

rattle effect held vertically and played with both hands. The group is called Mehr and the players are of

Iranian background. The other daf player that often plays with them is Mehrdad Kholghi. 



27 December 2013

Another daf picture - with Mehrdad Kholghi, who later helped me to buy one of my own.

 

27 December 2013

Looking forward to seeing Flapper Swing at Y Istanbul tonight, with Erhan Erbelger, Tomáš

Hetmánek and Nevin Avcilar Hetmánek. I wish I had taken the photo below!



29 December 2013

Here's a mirror shot of Flapper Swing (without their singer) from Friday night at Y Istanbul. An

excellent band playing beautiful D jango-Reinhardt Hot Club du Paris-style Gypsy jazz. 



31 December 2013

From Sunday, a couple of images of Ümit Taşkıran playing his Anatolian Kemence stick fiddle. Note

it is held and fingered with the left hand, and the bowstrings are tensioned with the playing hand. 

Sinan Erbelger on

bass.



31 December 2013

One of the strange things you see on Istiklal . . . .



6 January 2014

I had a great experience last Saturday! When you are used to printing out your photos at A4 size

maximum, to stand in front of a commercial canvas print machine and watch your work come out in

metre sizing is absolutely amazing. The piece in question was one of a triptych of photographic

collages that I made a couple of months ago of last summers’ Istanbul Gezi Park protests. We

printed the collage on canvas at 1.1 x 1.6 metres, a little short of its design size of 1.3 x 2 metres,

and it came out absolutely perfect.

 

I don’t show my work, such as it is, much, but occasionally I’m asked whether I have a website, and I

don’t. I publish only my street musician shots on Facebook from time to time. My wife Elaine is a

great photographer, and you can see her work on Facebook and other sites, but I am more

interested in developing myself as an artist of a kind, working with compound images, collages and

surreal images. I’ve moved on, but you can see what I was doing 2 years ago on the web at: 

http://www.arthouse34.com/arthouse/Peter_Graham.html.

 

This work was shown at an exibit at Arthouse in June 2012, and consists of Iznik tile and graffito

photography with also two of my concepts at the time “Foldouts” and “Compound Photographs”.

The former are multiples of selected detail shots, and the latter are similar to panoramas, but done

inside large building spaces to give a sort of 3D image on a two dimentsional plane. 

I still call my work “Alternative Realities”, because there is generally something unreal by

conventional standards about what I produce. One of the last of the compound pictures that I took a

year ago was this one of the Palm Court of the British Consulate in Istanbul. You can see what I

mean about “Alternative Realitiy”. 

2014

In 2012-2013 I had focused on posting on Facebook my images of the street musicians of Istanbul,

but towards the end of the year I had also started to post some other pictures of people and things

that I saw mainly while walking on Istiklal Caddesi. In 2014 I continued posting musician images, but

also continued to post more of other images from around Istanbul. 

In August 2014, after we moved to Montreal, Canada, I also started to post some of my older art

work, because heading toward winter there was less to photograph in Montreal that was colourful.

http://www.arthouse34.com/arthouse/Peter_Graham.html




7 January 2014

Ergün Nasuh was playing at Tunel today.

 



8 January 2014

Flapper Swing - Erhan Erbelger, lead guitar, Sinan Erbelger, bass,Tomáš Hetmánek, pump guitar,

and Nevin Avcilar Hetmánek, vocal.





8 January 2014

The Uninvited Jazz band – reunited on Istiklal Caddesi, with Jansky’s new washboard brought by

Jack Butler from Germany. Jansky with Aie Luc and Ozgün Yazıcı on guitar and Jack Butler on tuba. 

10 January 2014

The Uninvited Jazz Band's lead man Jansky Tamamsky has several new strings to his bow. He has a

new washboard to play together with thimbles for his fingers, an old Coke can and a metal cookie

cup for rhythm, all held together with old neckties, to augment his trumpet, kazoo and plastic

loudhailer for vocals. Watch this space for future additions to his ensemble! 



11 January 2014

Hitoko Ono was on Istiklal today with Michelangelo Severgnini on contrabass and Hüseyin Korkma

on cajon for the first time I have seen them this year. Mike has been on tour in Italy with Karaguneş

and Mübin Dünen and is working to finish his full length video on Gezi Park and the Istanbul Samba

players (what a combination!). 



14 January 2014

We took a tour of the Büyük Valide Han, one of the workshops surrounding the Covered Bazaar,

yesterday. While there are many poor people on their uppers in Turkey, many find ways to earn

money. One of the more genteel ways to beg is to sell small items for which people knowingly pay

much more than they cost. This lady was quietly sitting at the foot of one of the stairways, just waiting

with her daughter (who was holding a piece of bread and a Russian can of condensed milk) for

passers-by to buy her packets of paper handkerchiefs.



16 January 2014

In the winter here, you see many vendors of hot chestnuts and salep, and this one was at Galata.

Salep is a Horlicks-like drink flavoured with a particular type of orchid root and served piping hot

from these copper urns. It is actually delicious and very warming on a cold day. Most of these

vendors seem to wear the same uniform and use the same designs of carts nowadays, so I suppose

that the city now has taken over these vendors, as it has with simits, roast corn and chestnuts.  

18 January 2014

Friends of a certain age from the USA may understand when I say that this image of a hot chestnut

seller on Istikal on Friday night is a Norman Rockwell moment.  



20 January 2014

This is one face of raw talent. This Gypsy boy, Sercan, must be 8-9 years old and can already play

the darbuka like a master, amazingly precise and fast.  He plays regularly on Istakllal on the

weekends, supervised by his father and brother, and always draws big crowds, and, I suppose, a lot

of income. Funnily enough, the darbuka that he plays is always new and different, so I suppose there

is a shop involved somewhere.

21 January 2014

On Saturday on Istiklal I met Faruk Taşdemir talking

with some Iranian musicians. He was on a 3 day trip

here from Antalya, where he has a portrait studio.

He very graciously allowed me to take his own

portrait in the approved patrician pose. 



22 January 2014

One of the main attractions to be photographed on Istiklal is one of the old trams that ply the length of

the street. The big problem for a photographer is always the oblivious person that steps in front of the

lens as you are about to take the picture. You always lose the perfect shot! 



23 January 2014

I have not before seen a male/female duo on Istiklal until yesterday afternoon. A young couple were

performing Anatolian courting songs, and since it turns out that they are a new couple, it gave their

performance some poignancy. You have seen Ümit Taşkıran before on my Facebook page, and this

time he was with his girlfriend, Birsu Şallı (pronounced Shalluh). She is Turkish, but of Georgian

stock, hence her different colouring. Ümit plays the kemence, or Anatolian stick fiddle, and note that

the kemence is held and fingered with the left hand, so there are probably only 8-10 notes that can

be played. Even with this limit, there seems to be a large variety of songs that can be played. The

kemence is mainly used in the Black Sea area in the north of Turkey. I guess the songs also come

from the north to NE part of Turkey. 





24 January 2014

A rare occasion when plastic flowers look good (by association)! Seen on Istiklal. 

25 January 2014

Jack says "I've got my eye on YOU!" (love that tuba). 



26 January 2014

What, you may ask, is the well-dressed street performer wearing this 2014 season in Istanbul? Of

course, the answer varies depending on which fashion house is providing the sponsorship. LeAnn

McIsaac, of Idaho, favours an eclectic mix of earth colours with the occasional electric contrast.

Jansky Tamamsky is continuing his sharp attire look established in 2013 with the addition of

expensive German and Turkish accessories over the obligatory trumpeter’s waistcoat and racing tie.

His style of nattiness and hats is shared with Hitoko Ono, who this year is also favouring a whiteface

look. 

27 January 2014

This is Mehrdad Kholghi playing his tar. The tar originates from the Azerbaijanian area and his tar is a

fine example of the workmanship of this six-stringed instrument, whose strings are struck in pairs.

Mehrdad is Iranian of Azeri stock, though he grew up in Teheran and trained as a jewelmaker. Now he

lives in Istanbul for the time being and plays on Istiklal with several Iranian friends. 



28 January 2014

It’s been a long time since I saw a Chapman Stick (which are made in California)! Certainly I did not

expect to see one here in Turkey. But here is Argentinian Zal Juglar with a 10 string version. Contrary

to normal guitar playing, the stick is played by tapping the strings against the frets much in the way

popularized by Stanley Jordan in the 1980s and since in the bag of tricks used by many electric

guitarists. Zal explained that the bottom 5 strings are like normal guitar strings, the middle 3 are bass

strings and the other top strings can be used to form chords along with the bass strings. Melody is

normally played with the right hand on the bottom strings, and accompaniment, whether bass or

chords, is with the left hand. Of course, the stick needs an amplifier to be heard, which on this day

caused the ire of the Zabita, or tax police, who also control the street musicians and stop the use of

amplifiers and drums from time to time. 



29 January 2014

Figure this one out! — with Michelangelo Severgnini, Hitoko Ono and Lucas Préleur. It's two

photographs taken a second apart, where the focus moved from front to back of the shot. I reversed

one shot and  put the two together. The result is almost a mirror image - or is it?



30 January 2014

Yesterday was a cold and wet day on Istikal. Those hardy souls that were performing were chilled,

like Tomoko Otaka, playing at Tunel. You can see from her cheeks what the air was like. Tomoko

is also an artist, has been in Istanbul for 2 months now and wants to stay. 



31 January 2014

The other side of the coin. As anywhere, there are disabled people with musical ability working on

the streets and in the metro stations in Istanbul. This blind man appears on lower Istiklal from

time to time, with the assistance of a family member to hold the microphone for his Anatolian

songs. 

1 February 2014

One of the new players on Istiklal is Belgian Nominoé Crawford, who has been playing violin with

several of the bands, including LeAnn McIsaac, Mete Çiftçi and the Uninvited Jazz Band. 



3 February 2014

This young Gypsy boy was playing the darbuka on Istiklal on Sunday with his brother on violin. 



5 February 2014

One of the great things about street music in Turkey is that you see all kinds of music played on all

kinds of instruments. Traditional music is alive and well in Turkey and there are many young

practitioners of traditional instruments. Last night on Sishane metro station I saw Eneş  Kitay  playing

an Akdeniz (Mediterranean) three-string stick fiddle, made from a gourd, called a kabak kemene. He

was accompanied by Abdullah Vardar on guitar. 

6 February 2014

For the past year, I’ve been seeing Hakan Tügrül

playing santur at various metro stations, and a

couple of days ago I saw him again at Taxim metro.

He generally plays Turkish folk songs, and this time

he was with Bahram Deyjour, who was

accompanying him on the Iranian ney (bamboo flute)

and daf (hand drum). Bahram tells me that the

Iranian ney, which has no mouthpiece or reed, is

played by blowing at an angle down the open tube.  



5 February 2014

Recently I saw Hitoko Ono's Visky and Çikolata on Istikal, with Belgian Nominoé Crawford on fiddle.

Nominoé is finding his street persona, I think, after being here a couple of weeks. 



9 February 2014

Mete Çiftçi is a major santur player in Istanbul, and plays in several formats during the year. In the

summer he plays with Light in Babylon, and in the winter season this year with several other players,

but mainly with Uygur Vural on cello. 



15 February 2014

Istiklal is one of those streets where you often see professional photo shoots and movie crews. A

week ago I was watching Hitoko Ono’s “Visky and Çikolata” and suddenly a movie crew showed up

to use them as a backdrop for a scene. The actor went through his paces three or four times and

was then whisked off with a coat over his head – funny, because no-one seemed to know who he

was. I guess sometimes the routine is necessary to maintain the image, whether it is needed or not!

 





16 February 2014

After being away from photography for a week, I took a ride on the new metro extension over the

Golden Horn and stopped at the Haliç (Golden Horn) station, which is on the new bridge. This work

is a wonderful piece of architecture. Enjoy! I should mention that the extension opened yesterday, a

horrible rainy day. Today was the first sunny day, so I guess I was one of the first of the public to get

any close up pictures. This suspension bridge has two supporting pillars, one of which you can see.

You can see the edge of the station's dotted glass cover above. 



17 February 2014

Over the last year, a group of three to five

musicians have played at Taxim Metro station

regularly, generally as one or more trios of bass,

violin and cello playing semi classical music. The

incarnation I saw last week carried five players

including two violins. 

19 February 2014

Two lads dancing for a camera on istiklal

yesterday, Ügür Soysal and Bulut Fidan. I've seen

in the last year from their You-Tube work that they

are very serious dancers.





20 February 2014

The santur is not a Turkish instrument, being from Iran, but there are many santur players in Istanbul.

I had seen this couple twice this week, once in Osmanbey metro, when I could not stop, and then

again the next day on Istiklal. Memduh Özdemir plays his own improvisations, with a very gentle

accompaniment on bendir by Selma Akar Özdemir. 



1 March 2014

A week of rain and cold weather, lots of virus floating around. Only the hardy ones go to Istiklal, old

favourites like Hitoko Ono and Jansky Tamamsky - nowadays a couple in private life. 



3 March 2014

A bunch of lads on Istiklal on Sunday, enjoying a

little music and dance. 



4 March 2014

Red in the rain on Istiklal. 

6 March 2014

Suspicious minds? Hakan Kiltepe and Özan

Tünc on Istiklal with the Uninvited Jazz Band from

a few months ago. 



6 March 2014

I met cellist Duygu Demir on Istiklal yesterday, in a big hurry to get to a photo shoot. I ambled along,

and singers Ömur Gedik and Ümüt Küzey were performing in front of a battery of news

photographers at the Tünel end of Istiklal. Here are some shots. 







4 March 2014

  

Metin Coşkun is from Tokat, near the Black

Sea. He plays a 12 string cumbuş and is very

dapper. Not only 12 string, but fretless! A real

Robert Johnson pose. 

8 March 2014

  

There are several people on Istiklal that play the

kemence - this is Erol Karagöz. Many times

people stop to dance, like these people. The

man and the other family are separate, but

taken by the moment. 

9 March 2014

  

Shooting a movie on Friday at Tünel Square, at

the end of Istiklal.  



9 March 2014

  

The “Littlest Hobo” stealing a ride on the Istiklal

tram.  

9 March 2014

I see no ships, only hardships! 

10 March 2014

  

There is a Picasso exhibit currently at the Pera

Museum, which inspired a few Cubist

experiments with some whiteface photos of

Hitoko Ono. Here is one of them. 



11 March 2014

Last week my friend Mehrdad Kholghi was on Istiklal with Ali Fardin. Mehrdad has started

singing Iranian songs as he plays, which keeps his head up! 



13 March 2014

  

Two days ago, I walked along Istiklal in the rain, and there were very few people out, and no

musicians – until I suddenly saw Necati Yilmaz playing away on his kemence in his usual place on

the street. I realized then that Necati is almost always there at some time of the day, in rain, shine or

snow, and so probably holds the record for the most days playing on the street during the year.

I think he probably holds another record too, for the largest one-time audience of any player on

Istiklal. There are other bands such as Light in Babylon that play large concerts, and have a larger

total audience through the year, but Necati had a cameo part in a major movie that must have been

seen by millions. This 2012 movie was “Taken 2”, featuring Liam Neeson and set in Istanbul.

Necati’s playing on the kemence was one of the clues in Neeson’s character’s auditory retracing of

his kidnap route taken while blindfolded. Necati’s scene lasted merely seconds, but it still counts for

the record in my opinion. 



17 March 2014

I had the pleasure of seeing Mustafa Çelik again for the first time since last spring, when I saw him

play several times on several instruments, sometimes as a lead player, sometimes as a support

player for others. He is a very talented multi-instrumentalist from the Black Sea area in the NE of

Turkey, up near the Georgian border. He plays the tülüm (the Turkish bagpipe), guitar and kemence,

and he can sing. This time he was playing kemence and singing with support on guitar from Arın

Kamiloğlu. 



15 March 2014

My favourite couple, Ümit Taşkıran and Birsu Rona More on Istiklal.



15 March 2014

Iranians Mehrdad Kholghi and Sajad Hatemi with unknown didgeridoo player on Istiklal.



23 March 2014

What do you do in the early afternoon on Istiklal after your morning libation? You've tootled your flute

for a while, but there's no action. Meanwhile the sun has come around and you're feeling deliciously

warm - Z Z Z 

Sajad Hatemi

Pershan

Hakki



23 March 2014

The “Saturday Mothers”, an advocacy group seeking justice for victims of enforced disappearances

in Turkey, met on Saturday morning in Galatasaray Square. Their aim is to find out what happened

to their menfolk who disappeared in Eastern Turkey. According to an article in “Today’s Zaman”

newspaper, human rights organizations estimate thousands of men went missing following the

Turkish military coup in 1980 and during the 1990s, when paramilitary groups nested within the

state were suspected of involvement in the kidnapping of missing persons. One is impressed by

their composure and hopes for some kind of closure for them. 



27 March 2014

  

A pleasant surprise yesterday, although I knew it

would happen before long. Ali Pourmand has

arrived back from Teheran, and he, Payam

Ghasemi, an ace bass player and Samuel

Lebovic, a versatile percussionist from

Manhattan, were setting up to play at Tünel. Ali

is a great singer and has just sent his new CD

off to be mastered. He has a slew of new songs

- unfortunately for me all in Farsi – and together

they have a great act. 





30 March 2014

In the past couple of weeks, Light in Babylon have returned from their winter break playing festivals

and concerts in Germany, Israel and India. They play daily on Istiklal and always draw crowds to

hear their self-penned and well-honed songs in Hebrew (Michal, their singer and songwriter, is an

Israeli of Iranian extraction). The band are all a visual feast for the photographer, being photogenic

and clothed in colourful traditional fabrics, and Michal especially is also a very dramatic performer

in her singing, gestures and playing on her djembe drum. Here are a few samples taken over the

past few days. Michal Elia Kamal (vocal, djembe), Metehan Çifçi (santur), Julien Demarque (guitar).





2 April 2014

Hey Uygur! 

4 April 2014

The other side of Istiklal street music. 



4 April 2014

A couple of days ago, I met Yonatan Friedman, en

route from India to Israel, and Ajsan Balkan from

Spain. They had met a half hour before, and were

picking out a Turkish classical piece that they

both happened to know (!!) and trading lead and

backup for this piece on their bouzouki (Ajsan)

and ud (lute) (Yonatan) in a very credible fashion. 



8 April 2014

Some musicians say the inspiration comes from

playing with a partner, some say the music just

flows through them. take your pick! With Ümit

Taşkıran and Birsu Rona More (Salli) 

9 April 2014

A new trumpet star is rising. Ali Pourmand and

Payam Ghasemi spotted Dilan Balkay playing

with a group of friends on Istikalal last Friday, and

on Saturday she was playing Ali’s new CD music

with them. From watching Ali play the chord

sequences for each song (she plays guitar as

well) she was able to improvise an

accompaniment and solo without rehearsal. A

very nice soft tone a la Miles. 



10 April 2014

Big attractions on Istiklal are the trams that have run for decades.

 

Julien Demargue (of Light in Babylon): Nice one! I saw you taking the picture, knew already it would

be great. I love the ladies of the foreground, that really makes the picture interesting, says a lot

about culture, religion and our times... 



15 April 2014

Sometimes music on the street is a family affair.

Here Iranian Mosighi Ava plays santur and his

wife Saba Saba accompanies him on daf. 

25 April 2014

We've just been on a historical tour of Iran, and

I saw this group in a restaurant near Yazd. The

little doorman is 24 years old and 98 cm high,

and perfectly proportioned. Elaine spotted

another such man the next day in another

town. 

29 April 2014

The daf is an Iranian instrument, and this man,

seen in a Teheran restaurant on the last night of

our trip, was a master. For those of you familiar

with rock drum solos, this guy played the

equivalent on just his daf. Unbelievable! 



2 May 2014

This is Ümit Taşkıran from a few days ago on Istiklal. Birsu Rona More thinks he looks like he's on

fire, and I believe he is, especially with his dynamic performances. 



5 May 2014

Yesterday, Kara Güneş, Mübin Dünen and Michelangelo Severgnini played a set on Istiklal to their

usual large audience. Here's how it looked. 

8 May 2014

Fans of street music come in all sizes....



8 May 2014

Again from our last night in Teheran a few days ago, another band’s dummer is here playing a

tonbak over a tempo (maybe my Iranian friends will cofirm this). The tonbak is a goblet drum made

of wood and goatskin generally, the tempo is similar to a darbaka and generally with a metal body

and artificial skin. You can see that this man is a real character! 



10 May 2014

The door into summer - an allegory for Iran 

12 May 2014

Pershan Hakki, one of Istiklal's perennials, taken

yesterday. 



5 June 2014

In Montreal, on Sherbrooke Street I ran into

Raphael Mendoza singing a French song and

playing a beautiful small-body Martin guitar. 

5 June 2014

For those of you who think I fell off the edge of the

world, here are some pix of a combination

Western Swing/30's French Jazz band called CC

Vagabonds at the Troy street market yesterday.

This band is a four-piece, violin, pump guitar,

lead guitar and bass.





27 June 2014

Back in Istanbul for a while. Met Duygu Demir playing

her own compositions on cello in Taxim Metro. She

will issue her CD in October, and I am very much

looking forward to receiving a copy! 

4 July 2014

Mübin Dünen with Izmet Kızıl on Galip Dede

Sokak last week. 

7 July 2014

Here's a portrait of Ali Pourmand from yesterday for

his family at home in Urmia, Iran. 



13 July 2014

You've seen Sercan before on this page. Here's one

from today. 

17 July 2014

My friend Özgur Karaguneş was shooting a

video of his travels playing with all kinds of

musicians, and he did a segment with

Sercan. This is playtime afterwards. 

14 July 2014

Karaguneş Özgür was with Peter Graham at

Tünel.  



17 July 2014

A tale of two saxophones. Juan Francisco Esposito on tenor with Tomaso Antinora on guitar, 2/3 of a trio

on holiday from Spain, and Farjad Kamal Pour on alto with Ali Pourmand on guitar, old friends from Iran.



17 July 2014

Birsu Rona More (Şallı) sings on Istiklal in

partnership with Kemence player and singer

Ümit Taşkıran. They have a catalogue of

Eastern Black Sea songs that they perform

as duets. One of the most interesting acts

on Istiklal! 



18 August 2014

(From Montreal). Two great percussionists, two

brothers playing with Kara Güneş and Mübin

Dünen three weeks ago, Izzet and Ismet Kızıl. 

19 August 2014

A few weeks ago, Ali Pourmand, Farjad Kamal

Pour and I were walking down Istiklal and we came

upon a fellow from Bulgaria playing an accordion,

and it was for sale so he could buy a bus ticket to

go back home. Ali really wanted an accordion, so

a bargain was struck and below is the result. Ali

was playing a song for me at the end of his

session on Istiklal. 



25 August 2014

On Friday night we went to our local village

fete in St Lambert. On the main stage was a

Senegalese singer called Karim Diouf.

Here are a couple of shots. 



25 August 2014

One for the ladies! Every Sunday during the

summer in Montreal's Mount Royal Park

there is a gathering of many folks to watch

drummers in action. It's called a Tam Tam

festival. The majority of the drummers play

djembes (African goblet drums), and on

Sunday last there were about 50 players,

including this man who was a great

photographic subject.  



31 August 2014

Mehmed Mert Baycan is a great percussionist

and usually plays with my favourite band,

Karagüneş. He's now on his way to start a

Canadian tour in support of a Flamenco troupe,

and the tour will kick off in Montreal. Hopefully

we'll get a chance to see them in action here.

This photo is from July, playing on Istiklal with

Karagüneş. 

26 August 2014

Last Friday night at the St Lambert village

summer festival, this lady was part of a flamenco

band. She played bass, cajon and danced as

well. 



12 September 2014

Here is my Istanbul friend Mehmed Mert Baycan with the Fiona Malena Flamenco Ensemble at the premiere performance in

Montreal tonight of its Canadian tour of "La Cueva". 



18 October 2014

In Montreal's Botanical gardens last night for a

light show with China and Japan providing the

major exhibits. Here is a very delicate Japanese

exhibit of a flight of paper cranes.   



25 October 2014

It's been a long time without music, but

tonight we went to Centre Yuan Shen on

St Laurant to see Partha Bose on sitar and

Indranil Mallick on tabla. Both were

superb!  

30 October 2014

As something new, I'll post a few noodlings

from time to time. This is one of my

assemblages of samples from different

times and places.   



31 October 2014

It's Hallowe'en! 

1 November 2014

This is a small photographic essay. The Tarlabaşi area

of central Istanbul is being cleared to make way for

expensive new housing and shopping areas. This

street, Dernek Sokaği, just parallel to the main

Tarlabaşi Road, no longer exists, but in the central

house, on the ground floor central, was a room painted

dark red with two huge images of violinists cut into the

plaster of the walls. These are the "Ghosts" that you

see left and right. It seems that the love of great music

penetrates into the deepest slum. 



3 November 2014

Interesting structure?!! Which way does it go? How would MC like this? 

4 November 2014

Istiklal at full moon?



5 November 2014

One of my biggest influences as a child was a

neighbor’s relative, Keith Cross. In the 1950’s,

Keith introduced a shy 11 year old to great music

– Django Reinhardt, Duke Ellington, the MJQ,

Louis Armstrong and Ella Fitzgerald, and the

early blues recordings of Lonnie Donegan. Keith

was a lovely man, an amateur jazz guitarist, a

coastguard and a professional photographer

amongst other things. This shot of Skegness pier

in 1966 was one of his, and is arguably one of

the last taken as the pier was subsequently

destroyed by a storm. I’m very happy to put a

piece of his work on the internet. 

4 November 2014

Nancy Habbas, I take your challenge with two

provisos: I don't do much B&W so I may put up

something that I like, but not necessarily by me; I

don't know many other photographers apart from

your excellent selves, my wife and a new friend

Ivan, all of whom post regularly and masterfully in

these challenges, so I won't call on others. This

first one is from my Istanbul back catalogue. 



6 November 2014

Day 3 of my B/W challenge. Many people are

familiar with the Sunday Dolapdere flea market

in Istanbul. It’s the place where the hurdıcıs (scrap

collectors) sell their bargains. This is from a

couple of years ago and is one of my compound

pictures. The eagle-eyed may spot Elaine in the

group.

7 November 2014

Day 4 of my challenge. In the austere 50’s in

England there were few places to enjoy yourself,

particularly in the winter. Here are Dolly and Phil,

my mother and father, at the 30 Club on

Castleton Boulevard in Skegness around 1956.

The 30 Club was open after hours, and many

people, including the local police, went there

regularly. This is the only photo I have of them

together in this period, because photography

was a limited luxury when I was growing up, and

my mother was not so well at the time. The 30

Club is long since gone, but I was also pleased

to be a member in my university years. Its most

famous member was W/C Guy Gibson, who led

the Dambusters raid on the German dams during

WW II. 



8 November 2014

Day 5. Serious winter is coming! Thin ice on the

pond this morning; the snowplough company

yesterday left its posts to mark our driveway (I've

never seen such a thing before); the neighbours

are covering their garden plants and bushes with

sacking and polystyrene covers; snow tyres for

the car next week; the occasional white fluff in the

air.

8 November 2014

I was walking through Berri UQAM metro station

tonight, and I heard a Jimi Hendrix song (Voodoo

Chile). Round the corner was Carlton Howard

with harmonica and a very decorated Epiphone

flat-top. 



13 November 2014

Last evening on St. Catherine Street, Montreal.

11 November 2014

Christmas illuminations are starting to appear in

Montreal. On St Catherine Street, Christ Church

Cathedral's snowflakes have appeared. This

church sits on top of an underground shopping

mall, in fact the first time I saw it in the mid-

eighties, it was floating in mid-air on stilts. When

the work was finished, you would not have known

that anything had changed. Behind the church is

a skyscraper built at the same time as the mall

as part of the same project. 



14 November 2014

Indian Summer on Ontario Street, Gay Village, Montreal 

17 November 2014

This is a blast from the past! Payam Ghasemi's hands tapping on his bass with a little twist! 



18 November 2014

A couple of years ago a whole bunch of new yellow taxis hit the streets in Istanbul, probably

because the older ones could no longer pass vehicle inspections with the new vehicle testing

regime and its German management. I sampled a lot of taxi colours and photographs to put

together a series of impressions of Istanbul taxis. This is one of them. 

19 November 2014

Ever wanted to know what an angel looks like? This is a Byzantine mosaic angel from one of the

four pendentives (dome-supporting corners) of the 6th century Aya Sofia Church in Istanbul, which

was converted to a mosque after the Ottoman conquest of Istanbul in the 15th century and is now a

museum. This church predates the classic gothic cathedrals of Europe by around 5-6 centuries! My

compound picture of the church interior shows the locations of the four angels, only one of which has

a face.  



20 November 2014

Here, from my back pages of a couple of years

ago, is a compound photo of the stairwell at the

Borusan Contemporary Art Gallery in the Perili

Kősk on the Bosphorus in Rumeli Hisari,

Istanbul. The idea of this study is to “peel away”

the coloured skin of the stairwell, leaving only its

black and white skeleton. 

22 November 2014

A damp Belgrade evening.



22 November 2014

A damp Belgrade evening.

23 November 2014

Black Cinderella, Gondar, Ethiopia.



26 November 2014

Albany, New York Capitol Building Stairwell in

2012. This image is redolent of one of MC

Escher's works (one of my favourites). In the

same drawing he converts from looking up to

looking down at a building in a similar way to this.

28 November 2014

Over the last couple of years, I've been

photographing musicians, starting with those that

played in the Istanbul Metro stations, and continuing

on with street musicians, mostly on Istanbul's Istiklal

Cadessi. I've clocked up over 220 individual and

groups of musicians, some many times. Here's an

early one from Osmanbey Metro, Sezer Yilmaz

playing the kanün. Here is also a video: https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWRhWKWRHVM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWRhWKWRHVM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWRhWKWRHVM


30 November 2014

This week was American Thanksgiving, so it’s appropriate to show one of my church studies from a

couple of years ago. This is a compound photograph of Lincoln Cathedral in my home county of

Lincolnshire, taken from below the “crossing” of the nave and transept and between the four

massive columns that support the cathedral bell tower. At upper centre is the interior of the bell

tower above the crossing. The choir is behind the organ piping at the top of the photograph, the

transept vaulting runs left to right and directly ahead is the extent of the vaulted nave of the

cathedral. The stone rib-vaulting of the roofs is very beautiful and awe-inspiring. It transfers the

weight of the roof to the columns between the upper arched windows of the nave and transept. This

cathedral was originally completed in 1092, but suffered a major roof fire and then 40 years later an

earthquake (estimated at level 5) that destroyed it in 1185. It was mostly rebuilt by 1210, but there

was later work to increase the height of the tower, amongst other things. 



2 December 2014

A little light relief! Some of you may be wondering

what on earth we do for decent bread here in

Montreal. Well, here there is a small chain called

Premier Moison, and this is the local counter at

Atwater Market.

4 December 2014

A couple of days ago I went to a demonstration

over retirement pay for public workers at the

Montreal Town Hall. This drum band gave a

wonderful entertainment to the strikers, with about

half an hour of syncopated drumming and

choreography. This Montreal band’s name is

Kumpa’Nia - I had to leave it was so cold at 11

below zero.



6 December 2014

This Gypsy clarinettist plays regularly at Sishane

Metro Station, and this shot is from a couple of

years ago. He always wears a suit and tie, very

dapper. 



7 December 2014

Windows, Arles, France (of course!) 

9 December 2014

This sax man from Taksim Metro. I only saw him

once, but the colours were great!  

11 December 2014

Something familiar to most Istanbullus. This man

was carrying goods on Istiklal on his special

backpack.



15 December 2014

Dad, can we put some Christmas lights on the

tree outside? - Colonie NY.  

22 December 2014

Infinite mirror balls! 



24 December 2014

“Home for the Holidays” – what thoughts,

memories, dreams that phrase evokes! –

especially in these days when evil is on the rise

again around the world. LeAnn McIsaac used that

phrase this week, on her return home to Idaho

from many months of international travel. I ran into

her last January in Istanbul, busking on Istiklal

with Nominoé Crawford. Later, I took my great

friends Jenny and Michel Mandain to Y Istanbul to

see The Uninvited Jazz Band play. LeAnne and, I

think, Oshan Danger Mahony of a London band,

The Turbans joined us at our table for a while –

the Turbans were in Istanbul for some dates and

were busking on Istiklal with the Uninviteds. I

remember that Hayati was very impressed with

my international music friends gained from my

street photography adventures. Anyway, I hope

you’re all in your favourite places for the holidays!

I attach a shot from last January, and one that

LeAnn posted of her new look, which I wish I had

taken it is so good. 



28 December 2014

A couple of images from Montreal's Festival of

lights.

30 December 2014

Left handed Stairway to Heaven. 



31 December 2014

2014 pfft! Happy New Year to all! 



1 January 2015

Sugar Shack at Place Jacques Cartier, Old Montreal, in freezing weather.  



2 January 2015

Descent into chaos.  

16 January 2015

Hayati Sahin: "My great friend Peter Graham has the pictures of Street musicians in Istanbul. These

are, to me the best of their kinds. He is a well-known personality for the musicians and is friend of

the many of them. I strolled on the streets with him few times when he was taking these pictures

over the years. I witnessed his interaction with the musicians and envied him for his ability to make

people very happy. Peter will be in Istanbul for a visit in April and I am really looking forward to going

to Istiklal Street and listening to some of these musicians on the street and at the clubs they play.

Not a surprise that some of these musicians are very much in demand by the nice establishments."



19 January 2015

With the Montreal Camera Club I did some

studio photography this weekend. One of

the subjects was Takeyce Sings (Ti for

short). Turns out she's a great singer, and

you can catch her at www.facebook.com/

takeycesings and www.soundcloud.com/

takeyce. Here's one of my favourite shots: 

This tile is a 16th century Iznik tile with a unique

design and around 9 inches square. The only place

this design is found is in the Takkeci Ibrahim Aga

Mosque in Istanbul. The legend of this very special

tile is as follows: Ibrahim Aga was a dervishes’

hatmaker who saw in a dream an old man who told

him to go to Baghdad and eat three bunches of

grapes. He dreamt this so many times that he finally

went to Baghdad. There he went to a coffee house,

saw three bunches of grapes on the table in front of

him, and an old man came in and sat next to him.

They started talking and Ibrahim mentioned his

dream. To his surprise the old man said that he had

been having the same dream and had been told to

go to Istanbul to find a treasure hidden in the

basement of a house, which Ibrahim recognised as

his own. He went home, found the treasure and built

his mosque in 1592. These unique Iznik tiles of the

best quality, decorated with vines and grapes, are to

remember his dream. 

19 January 2015

In summer 2012 I had a photography exhibit

at the Arnavutkoy Art Gallery in Istanbul. A

good part of the exhibit was devoted to

photographs of Iznik tiles which, being

glazed and therefore very reflective of light,

are extremely hard to photograph except

under special conditions. However, special

conditions cannot be set up for ordinary

photographers, so you have to improvise,

and I did, with good results. 

https://www.facebook.com/takeycesings
https://www.facebook.com/takeycesings
http://www.soundcloud.com/takeyce
http://www.soundcloud.com/takeyce


26 January 2015

Focused on YOU! - my new Facebook banner and the cover of this book.

28 January 2015

I made this image a couple of years ago after the Anish Kapoor exhibit at the Sabanci Museum. It is

a metaphor of how we can be blind to the beauty around us. 



3 February 2015

Ordinary things can be a little different in Newcastle-on-Tyne! 



8 February 2015

One of the most beautiful Sinan mosques in Istanbul is the Kilic Ali Pasa, restored 3-4 years ago. 



11 February 2015

This piece is again from a couple of years ago. I call it "Shoe Worship". D ilek Doğrul may

recognise the background!



14 February 2015

I’m putting together a Blurb book of the compound photographs I’ve been taking over the last few

years ("Beauty in Compound Photography"), and I came across this one of Çiçek Pasajı (Flower

Passage) on Istiklal Caddesi in Istanbul. It’s a different way of looking at the structure.

Opened in 1876, Çiçek Pasajı is a covered arcade with rows of historic cafes, winehouses and

restaurants. The site was originally occupied by the Naum Theatre, which was severely damaged

by the Fire of Pera in 1870. Architect Kleanthis Zannos designed the current building, which was

called Cité de Péra or Hristaki Pasajı (Hristaki Passage) in its early years. Yorgo'nun Meyhanesi

(Yorgo's Winehouse) was the first winehouse to be opened in the passage. In 1908, Grand Vizier

Mehmed Said Pasha purchased the building, and it became known as the Sait Paşa Pasajı (Said

Pasha Passage). Following the Russian Revolution, many impoverished noble Russian women,

including a Baroness, sold flowers here. By the 1940s the building was mostly occupied by flower

shops, hence the present name. After the restoration of the building in 1988, it was reopened as a

galleria of pubs and restaurants. 



17 February 2015

This piece is an allegory of rejection. The background stems from a time when I was interested in

making material designs out of continuous foldouts of snippets of photographs. This one is taken from

the breast feathers of a peacock. The text is from Istanbul wall art, and the figure is one I have used

several times to signify disinterest. So here is the object puffing its breast out and saying “Love me” to

a wall of indifference. 



22 February 2015

We were in Jean Talon market yesterday and came across this clown. 



25 February 2015

Intricate ice carving of these keys from a 9 foot saxophone at the Montreal Ice festival last weekend. 



A Daisy in the snow!

THE END
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